During ribosomal translation, nascent polypeptide chains (NCs) undergo a variety of physical processes that determine their fate in the cell. Translation arrest peptide (AP) experiments are used to measure the external pulling forces that are exerted on the NC at different lengths during translation. To elucidate the molecular origins of these forces, a recently developed coarsegrained molecular dynamics (CGMD) is used to directly simulate the observed pulling-force profiles, thereby disentangling contributions from NC-translocon and NC-ribosome interactions, membrane partitioning, and electrostatic coupling to the membrane potential. This combination of experiment and theory reveals mechanistic features of Sec-facilitated membrane integration and protein translocation, including the interplay between transient interactions and conformational changes that occur during ribosomal translation to govern protein biogenesis.
Introduction
Co-translational protein biogenesis is tightly regulated to ensure that newly synthesized proteins are correctly targeted and folded within the cellular environment. Throughout this process, a nascent polypeptide chain (NC) is exposed to a complex range of forces and interactions, the study of which is complicated by the crowded, stochastic nature of the cell. The current work combines arrest peptide (AP) experiments and simulation to connect the pulling forces experienced by a NC to the underlying molecular processes associated with membrane integration and translocation via the Sec translocon.
tethered to the ribosome are directly calculated (Figure 1a , white arrow). Calculated forces are converted to f FL assuming Bell's model to relate force to the force-dependent rate of stall release (see Methods) [25] . The CGMD successfully captures peaks in f FL at the same values of L (Figure 1c , dashed vertical lines) as previously observed experimentally. Consistent with the experiment, the peaks in f FL are dependent on the number of leucine-residues, nLeu, in the H segment ( Figure 1c ).
To identify the physical processes that underlie the observed peaks in both the experimental and simulated pulling-force profiles, we analyze the CGMD trajectories. A characteristic MD configuration for L = 28 is shown in Figure 1d . At this NC length, the N-terminus of the H segment first reaches the interior of the translocon, allowing for attractive, residue-specific interactions; this interpretation of the first peak in the pulling-force profile is consistent with experimental data on the effects of point mutations in the H segment [26] . In Figure 1e , a characteristic MD configuration for L = 39 is shown. At this point, the N-terminus of the H segment is first able to partition from the interior of the translocon channel into the interior of the lipid membrane via the open lateral gate; this interpretation of the second peak is again consistent with available experimental mutagenesis data [26] . Finally, in Figure 1f , a characteristic configuration associated with larger values of L is presented; at these NC lengths, the H segment has completed integration into the lipid membrane and the NC is no longer under tension.
The molecular origin of the observed peaks is further confirmed by additional CGMD simulations with modified interactions.
Considering first the H segment with nine leucine residues, Figure 1g shows the pulling-force profile calculated from simulations for which (blue) the residue-specificity of the interactions between the NC and the translocon are eliminated or (green) the residue-specificificity of the water-lipid transfer free energies are eliminated (see Methods). The simulations without residuespecific interactions between the NC and the translocon channel do not display the pulling-force peak at L = 28, confirming that the first peak reports on the specific interactions between the H-domain and the residues of the translocon interior. Similarly, the simulations without residue-specific water-lipid transfer free energies do not display the pulling-force peak at L = 39, confirming that this second peak arises from the partitioning of the H-domain from the translocon interior into the membrane interior. Similar results are obtained for all tested H segments, with the pulling-force profiles consistently comprised of two underlying peaks ( Figure S1 ). These results provide clear validation of the CGMD simulations in comparison to experiment, as well as direct evidence of the physical origins of the observed features in the pulling-force profiles.
Finally, to examine the dependence of the pulling forces on the sequence of the H segment, we compare the peak heights in the pulling-force profiles, max( f FL ), for H segments with varying leucine content. The peak heights are calculated separately for the peak near L = 28 and the peak near L = 39, using simulations with modified interactions (as in Figure 1g ). Figure 1h presents the peak heights as a function of the number of leucine residues in the H segment, calculated from trajectories without specific interactions between the NC and the translocon (blue) or without specific interactions between the NC and the lipid membrane (green). The figure shows that with increasing number of leucine residues, nLeu; the peak associated with the NC-translocon interactions (green) remains unchanged, while the peak associated with NC-lipid interactions increases. Experimentally determined peak heights are shown as dashed lines for comparison (L = 28 in green and L = 39 in blue). Although CGMD underestimates the height of peaks in the pulling-force profile as compared to the experiment, the hydrophobicity dependence and the reduced sensitivity of the peak at L = 28 are reproduced.
Forces on hydrophobic domains of variable length
To examine the relation between the size of the hydrophobic domain and the forces exerted on NC, we investigate hydrophobic poly-leucine H segments of varying length using both CGMD simulations and new AP experiments. This "variable-length assay" allows for comparison of short hydrophobic domains (illustrated in Figure 2a ) that primarily undergo membrane translocation versus longer hydrophobic domains that primarily undergo membrane integration; it contrasts with the "fixed-length assay" from the previous section in which all H segments were the same length and sufficently long to span the membrane. (Figure 1g ), the simulations with non-specific lipid interactions (green) yield a peak at the expected NC length due to residue-specific interactions between the NC and the translocon. However, the simulations in Figure 2d with non-specific translocon interactions (blue) yield a peak at shorter NC lengths than expected from the fixed-length assay. Figure S2 presents the analog of Figure 2d for the NC sequences with different H-domain length. To further validate the deconvolution of the pulling-force profile in Figure 2d into two distinct peaks with different physical origins, Figure 2e presents the calculated peak heights across the various H-domain lengths as a function of the number of leucine residues, nLeu, revealing a trend that is consistent with the fixed-length assay ( Figure 1h ); specifically, the peak height associated with the NC-translocon interactions (green) remains unchanged, while the peak height associated with NC-lipid interactions increases.
Finally, Figure 2f contrasts the position of the peak associated with NC-lipid interactions from the variable-length assay (blue)
versus the corresponding results from the fixed-length assay from the previous section (black). In contrast to the fixed-length assay, for which the NC-lipid peak position is relatively invariant with respect to the increasing number of leucine residues, the results from the variable-length assay find that the peak position steadily increases with the number of leucine residues.
The contrasting behavior of the fixed-versus variable-length assays in Figure 2f provides insight into the mechanism by which hydrophobic portions of the NC sample the lipid membrane, an issue that has been the focus of considerable discussion [4, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Observation of the peak in the pulling-force profile associated with the NC-lipid interaction requires that the lateral
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gate of the translocon be in the open conformation, to allow for contact of the NC with the lipid environment. Previous work has suggested that opening of the translocon lateral gate is stabilized when hydrophobic NC residues reside in the translocon channel interior [34, 35] . Note that for a given number of leucine residues, nLeu, the variable-length assay prescribes that those hydrophobic residues appear consecutively in the H-domain sequence, whereas the fixed-length assay dilutes the hydrophobic leucine residues over a total of 19 residues. If a threshold number of hydrophobic residues is needed to stabilize the free-energy of opening of the translocon lateral gate [35] , then the variable-length assay will reach that threshold at shorter lengths of the NC than the fixed-length assay. Consistent with this mechanism for lateral gating, the lateral gate in the CGMD is found to open at shorter NC lengths for the H segments used in the variable-length assay ( Figure S3 ). This also explains why the lipid-interaction peak for small values of nLeu appears at shorter NC lengths in the variable-length assay than in the fixed-length assay, as well as why the lipid-interaction peak position increases for the variable-length assay but not for the fixed-length assay. The experimental and simulation results presented in Figure (f) Location of the lipid-interaction peak in the CGMD pulling-force profile as a function of nLeu. For poly-leucine H segments (blue) and for 19-residue H segments consisting of alanine and leucine (black). The dashed lines correspond to the L + n value at which the channel interaction peak (green) and the lipid interaction peak (blue) are observed for the fully spanning transmembrane domains in the fixed-length assay. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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Pulling forces on hydrophilic domains
Previously published AP experiments indicate that significant pulling forces act on hydrophilic segments of the NC during translocation in E. coli [29] . These forces were attributed to the coupling of negatively charged residues on the NC with the membrane electrostatic potential. Here, we investigate this underlying mechanism using CGMD, finding broad agreement with the previously proposed mechanism, as well as identifying additional features in the pulling-force profiles that are attributed to interactions of charged residues in the NC with the charges on the ribosome and to changes in the NC solvation environment. Figure 3a presents pulling-force profiles for three distinct hydrophilic H segments (D 5 , Q 5 , and K 5 ) obtained from previous AP experiments [29] . Results are plotted as a function of L + n, with n = 5 for all considered cases. A dominant peak at L + n ≈ 50 in the pulling-force profile is observed for the negatively charged D 5 H segment (red); the peak was found to reduce in magnitude, in a concentration dependent manner, when indole was added to the growth medium, which suggests that the peak is due to the membrane electrostatic potential [29] . The corresponding peak in the pulling-force profile is not found for the charge-neutral H segment (Q 5 , green) nor the positively charged H segment (K 5 , blue). Interestingly, the negatively charged H segment also exhibits a somewhat larger value for the pulling force at shorter NC lengths (L + n < 45) in comparison to the other sequences; this feature was found to recur in a variety of negatively charged NC sequences ( Figure S4a To explore the mechanistic origin of these pulling-force features, CGMD pulling-force profiles are obtained using the same protein sequences, calculated with ( Figure 3b ) and without ( Figure 3c ) the approximate E. coli membrane potential (∆Ψ = −100 mV). For the CGMD results obtained in the presence of the membrane potential, the calculated pulling-force profiles are in good agreement with experiment, showing a dominant peak at L + n ≈ 50 for the negatively charged H segment and no such features for the other H segments; additionally, it is seen that the pulling-force profile for the negatively charged H segment at short NC lengths (L + n < 45) is increased in comparison to the other sequences, albeit to a greater degree than is observed experimentally. Figure 3c shows that removing the membrane potential in the CGMD simulations leaves all features of the pulling force unchanged, except for the dominant peak in the D 5 profile (red) at L + n ≈ 50. The membrane-potential sensitivity of the D 5 peak at L + n ≈ 50 is in good agreement with the previous experimental studies of indole concentration dependence [29] . From both CGMD and experiment, these results suggest that the dominant D 5 peak at L + n ≈ 50 arises from coupling of the negatively charged residues to the membrane potential, whereas a different mechanism leads to the greater pulling forces on D 5 for shorter NC lengths in comparison to the other H segments. the largest pulling forces on the negatively charged residues. Finally, for even larger NC lengths (part f), the hydrophilic H segment is fully translocated across channel and is favorably solvated in the hydrophilic environment of the periplasm.
While the CGMD pulling-force profiles (Figures 3b and c ) and the simulation snapshots at L + n ≈ 50 ( Figure 3e ) are completely consistent with the interpretation that the dominant peak in the D 5 pulling force profile is due to the membrane potential, the CGMD simulations provide additional insight into the mechanistic features of the pulling-force profile at both shorter and longer NC lengths. In particular, at shorter NC lengths (L + n < 45), it is observed in both CGMD and experiment that D 5 exhibits larger pulling forces than the other two H segments. The simulation snapshot at Figure 3d suggests that this feature in the D 5 profile may arise from repulsive electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged NC and the negatively charged ribosomal RNA. Figure 3g tests this hypothesis using the CGMD model, comparing the original D 5 pulling-force profile (red) with that obtained in the absence of charges on the ribosome (black); clearly, the pulling force profile at short NC lengths in the absence of ribosomal charges returns to the baseline of the other H segments, supporting the hypothesis.
Finally, we investigate the rise in the pulling force profile that is observed for all three hydrophilic H segments at long NC lengths (L + n > 60), in both experiment (Figure 3a ) and in the CGMD simulations ( Figure 3b and even more clearly in Figure 3c ). This feature is relatively independent of the charge of the hydrophilic domain; it was therefore not explained by previous work that focused on the role of charged residues [29] . From the CGMD snapshot in Figure 3f , it is clear that the H segment has extended beyond the translocon interior at these NC lengths, such that the H segment has been replaced by C-terminal residues of the NC in the channel interior. This suggests a hypothesis in which the observed pulling forces at long NC lengths is due to the favorable free energy associated with transferring the hydrophilic H segment from the amphiphilic (or weakly hydrophilic) interior of the channel to the strongly hydrophilic environment of the periplasm. To test this hypothesis, Figure 3h compares the original D 5 pulling-force profile (red) with that obtained by increasing the hydrophilicity of the residues in the C-terminal tail (C-tail) of the NC, thus counterbalancing the favorable free energy of transferring the D 5 from the channel interior to the periplasm with an unfavorable free energy of transferring the C-tail from the hydrophilic cytosol the channel interior. This alteration of the C-tail sequence leads to a reduction of the pulling force profile at long NC lengths, confirming that the the increased pulling forces at long NC lengths arises from free energy of transferring the hydrophilic H segment from the channel interior to the periplasm.
Discussion
Membrane integration and protein translocation via the Sec translocon are critical steps in the biosynthesis and targeting of proteins in cells. The current work probes the fundamental interactions and conformational changes associated with these processes, using AP experiments to measure the pulling forces associated with interactions of the NC with its environment [25, 38] . We present new AP experiments to obtain the pulling-force profiles as a function of NC length during translation, as well as detailed analysis of these and previously reported AP experiments [26, 29] using long-timescale CGMD simulations
[30] that allow for the direct computation of the pulling-force profiles.
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Engineered NC sequences allow for the investiation of co-translational forces that act on transmembrane hydrophobic domains (Figure 1) , non-membrane-spanning hydrophobic domains (Figure 2) , and translocating hydrophilic domains (Figure 3 ). , as well as that even during translocation, sufficiently hydrophobic segments sample the membrane interior as they pass down the axis of translocon channel [4, 37] . Finally, investigation of translocating hydrophilic domains ( Figure 3 ) using CGMD confirms that the dominant peak in the pulling-force profile arises from the coupling of charged residues to the membrane electrostatic potential [29]; however, the CGMD additionally suggest that previously unexplained features of the pulling-force profiles arise from electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged residues in the NC and the ribosomal RNA (at short NC lengths) and from forces associated with partitioning of hydrophilic segments of the NC from the translocon channel interior to the more hydrophilic environment of the periplasm (at long NC lengths).
Taken together, the results presented here demonstrate that AP experiments -combined with long-timescale CGMD simulations that enable the interpretation and deconvolution of the experimentally observed pulling-force profiles -provide rich detail on the interactions and conformational changes associated with Sec-facilitated membrane integration and protein translocation.
Methods
Experimental methods
All plasmids were designed as in [26] i.e., H segments of different amino acid composition and flanked by "insulating" GPGG. . . .GGPG segments were inserted into the periplasmic P2 domain of the E. coli inner membrane protein LepB. The of the protein on the SDS-PAGE gel.
Computational methods
We employ a recently developed CGMD [30] to measure co-translational forces acting on a NC during Sec-facilitated integration into the lipid membrane or translocation across the lipid membrane. CGMD calculates the dynamics of the NC at a µs timeresolution and a nm length-resolution, with explicit ribosomal translation and lateral gating of the Sec translocon [30] . The only modification of the CGMD method from previous work [30] is the inclusion of a membrane electrostatic potential, as described below.
CGMD Method
For a given NC, the protein sequence is mapped into the coarse-grained (CG) representation (Figure 1a To simulate AP stalling, translation is halted after a given number of CG beads have been translated. The length L of the NC upon stalling corresponds to the number of amino-acid residues counted from the C-terminus of the H segment to the C-terminus of the AP (Figure 1a ). The instantaneous pulling force on the NC, F z , is calculated as the component of the force along the translocon channel axis that acts on the most C-terminal bead in the CGMD; this C-terminal bead is held fixed to mimic translation arrest (Figure 1a, top) . The value of L in the CGMD is then defined as the number of residues that are explicitly represented as CG beads plus a constant correction of 27 residues, accounting for the amino-acid residues between the most C-terminal bead in the CGMD and the end of the AP.
Simulations without residue-specific interactions (Figures 1g and 2d ) are performed in exactly the same manner, except with modified interactions for the CG beads. Instead of having interaction parameters as based on the underlying amino-acid sequence [30] , parameters are set to a constant value irrespective of the amino-acid sequence. Specifically, for simulations without specific NC-translocon interactions, all NC beads interact with the translocon channel using the parameters for a QQQ tri-peptide (λ c = 0.75 and λ o = 0.78); and for simulations without residue-specific lipid interactions, all NC beads employ a water-lipid transfer free energy of 5ε.
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Inclusion of the membrane potential
To investigate coupling of the charged residues in the NC to the membrane electrostatic potential in E. coli (Figure 3 ), a membrane potential is included in the CG model for the calculations reported in the section Pulling forces on hydrophilic domains. Following previous work [29] , the potential energy function, U mp , associated with the additive interaction of the membrane potential with each charged CG bead, i, is described using
where z i is the position of the bead along the channel axis, q i is the charge of the bead, κ = 1.6σ −1 (0.2Å −1 ) is the reciprocal lengthscale of the membrane potential drop, and ∆Ψ is the value of the maximum potential drop of −3.74ε (−100 mV) used for the results in Figure 3b , g, and h or 0ε (0 mV) used elsewhere.
Calculation of fraction full-length protein
To compare with the available experimental data, the pulling forces calculated from the CGMD must be converted to a prediction of the fraction of full-length protein, f FL , observed in experiment. Following previous work [25, 29] , the AP-stalled ribosome is assumed to restart translation with a force-dependent rate, k FL , which is calculated assuming Bell's model,
where k 0 is the rate without an applied force, β = 1/k B T , ∆x ‡ is an AP-dependent characteristic distance, F z is the previously defined instantaneous pulling force on the NC, and .. indicates ensemble averaging over the CGMD trajectory data. The employed value of ∆x ‡ =0.5 nm for all sequences is based on previous work [25, 29] ; the value for k 0 is described below.
The ensemble average in Eq. 2 is obtained from CGMD sampling trajectories, with the NC stalled at a given length L. Each sampling trajectory is of length 15 s. For each NC sequence and each value of L, the ensemble average is obtained by averaging from 100 independent sampling trajectories.
The force dependent rate for breaking the translation arrest, k FL , is then used to calculate the experimentally observable fraction of full-length protein, f FL , using
The only undetermined parameter in this equation is (k 0 t), which depends on the details of the AP, the background pulling-force in the experimental system, and the observation time. We determine a value for (k 0 t) in this work by fitting the calculated 13/21 baseline of f FL to that observed in experiment (using the data in Figure 1c for L >= 51). We emphasize that this fit is done once, yielding a value of(k 0 t) = 3.7 * 10 −12 that is held fixed for all other reported results.
The CG mapping of three amino-acid residues to a single CG bead allows for three possible frame-shifts between the amino-acid and CG sequences. At each reported value of L, f FL is separately calculated for all three possible frame-shifts (with associated lengths L − 1, L, and L + 1) and the result is averaged. When comparing to experimental data at a given L, we refer to the CGMD results for which L equals the nearest multiple of three (i.e., experiments at L = 28 are compared to CGMD simulations for which the middle frame is L = 27). Altogether, 4500 s of CGMD simulation time is performed for each
reported value of f FL .
Note that the relation in Eq. 3 assumes a first-order kinetic scheme in which AP stalling is overcome with a force-dependent rate k FL , with no off-target pathways. We also considered a slightly more complex kinetic scheme in which the stalled ribosomes experience an additional degradation pathway with a fixed rate; this more complex scheme led to no substantial changes in the results. -Leu nLeu --Leu nLeu Ala (19-nLeu) - Figure S3 The probability that the lateral gate is in the open conformation, P LGopen (L + n), plotted for various values of L + n. Data is shown for both poly-leucine H segments (red) and 19-residue H segments consisting of leucine and alanine residues (blue). At values of L + n corresponding to NC lengths at which the H segment has just reached the translocon (L + n=46) the lateral gate is more likely in the open conformation for the hydrophobic poly-leucine H segments (red), allowing the H segment to sample the lipid membrane and resulting in a lipid interaction peak that occurs at lower L + n values (Figure 2f ). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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